
 
 

 

L 8 Series Overlocker Decorative Effects Class 

Supply List 

Very Important!  

Download and PRINT the L 8 Series Decorative Effects Reference Sheets from the class description on our website. 

Even one person without printed reference sheets will hold up the entire class because I’ll have to keep the set-up 

instructions displayed via Zoom until that person has completed set up for the next stitch. Alternatively, you can have 

the reference sheets displayed on a second computer near your Zoom computer and serger. 

Here’s a link to the class description page with the link to the reference pages. 

https://www.threadplay.net/module/class.htm?classId=396763  

 

Mention that you’re taking this class and we’ll give you a 20% discount on the supplies. 

 (2) Spools of 8wt Sue Spargo Cotton Thread in Same Colors 

 (2) Spools of the Same Color 12wt Thread to Coordinate with the Sue Spargo Threads 

 (2) Spools of 8wt Decorative Thread - One Each in Contrasting Colors 

 *(1) Spool Isacord Thread to Match Sue Spargo Cotton Threads and 12wt Threads 

 *(2) Spools Isacord Thread to Match Either Color of 8wt Decorative Thread 

 L 8 Series Blind Hem Foot (not required but highly recommended) (be sure to get a “C” foot for L 890’s and 

an “L” foot for L 850’s) 

 L 8 Series Decorative Thread Guides (again, not required but highly recommended) 

 2 - L 8 Series Decorative Thread Spool Holders (again, not required but highly recommended) 

 (1) Spool of All-Purpose Serger Thread - any color. It will be used only as a tool for bypass threading 

 Size 90 Top Stitch Needles 

 (3) 1 1/2"x10" Strips Aqua Mesh Embroidery Stabilizer (The first "1" is easy to overlook in this measurement. 

Please note that it should be 1.5" wide.) 

 8"x8" Square Stitch N Tear Stabilizer (Embroidery stabilizer is not recommended for this class as it is denser 

and has the potential to distort delicate stitches when torn away.) 

 8"x8" Piece of Dense, Low Loft, Quilt Batting such as Warm and Natural 

 505 Temporary Spray Adhesive 

 (6) Pieces of 8"x8" Firmly Woven Fabric such as quilting cotton, mid-weight linen, or light pant weight. Solid 

colors or low-key patterns will show off the stitches best and provide long-term reference. Prepare your 8”x8” 

firmly woven fabric pieces according to the following instructions BEFORE class:    

o Mark vertical and horizontal lines 1 1/2" apart to create a grid on ONE piece. 

o Mark 3 lines about 1" apart down the center of ONE piece. 

o Mark 2 lines about 2 1/2" apart on ONE piece. 

o Press a sharp crease down the center of ONE piece. 



o Adhere the 8” x 8” square of Stitch N Tear to the back on ONE piece with something like 505 

temporary spray adhesive. 

o Adhere the 8” x 8” batting square to the back of ONE piece with something like 505 temporary 

spray adhesive. 

o The remaining squares should be left plain. 

o 10” of ¼” Ribbon, Rattail, or Other Narrow Trim 

o Large Tapestry Needle with a Very Large Eye and Blunt Tip 

 Thread Nets (came with your machine) 

 Forceps or Hemostat (optional but may be helpful for weaving trim through flatlock stitches) 

 Lip Balm to make it easier to thread the needle with 12wt thread. 

L850 Owners will need their Quick Reference Guide opened to machine settings for different stitches during class. 

All supplies except ribbon and tapestry needles available at Thread Play. 

*The Isacord threads don't have to strictly match. Close enough is good enough for these exercises. 


